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N

ow that insulin receptors have been identified on
the monocyte cell membrane,1'2 it is no longer
necessary to take biopsy specimens when doing
human studies.3"11 A major drawback in the use
of the monocyte method, however, is the large quantity of
blood (100 ml or more) required for each receptor study,
because of the low monocyte concentration in white blood
cells.
It has recently been shown that insulin receptors are also
present on circulating erythrocytes,12'13 and their binding
characteristics are almost identical to those of the monocyte
system. Since a sufficient number of erythrocytes are easily
isolated from 15 ml of blood, it was suggested that they may
provide an ideal model for clinical evaluation of insulin receptors.12 Nevertheless, before replacing the monocyte
model, the insulin receptor present on the erythrocyte
should be evaluated in some of the conditions previously
studied on other cell membranes.
In the present investigation the insulin receptor on
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erythrocytes in normal subjects is compared with that in
subjects with non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Subjects. 12 male volunteers with normal glucose tolerance and 12 nonketotic, non-insulin-dependent diabetic
male patients who had fasting blood glucose concentrations > 140 mg • dl~1 on at least three occasions were studied. All subjects were of normal body weight (Geigy table,
7th edit.), and none presented with any disease other than
diabetes. None was taking any drug known to affect carbohydrate or insulin metabolism. No females were included in
the study, because there is a wide variation in insulin receptors during the menstrual cycle.4'14
Buffer used for binding studies consisted of Hepes (50
mM), Tris (50 mM), MgCI2 (10 mM), EDTA (2 mM), dextrose
(10 mM), CaCI2 (10 mM), NaCI (50 mM), KCI (5 mM), and
bovine serum albumin (0.1%; pH 8 at 15°C).12'13
Preparation of cells. Blood (15 ml) was collected from an
antecubital vein in tubes containing 4 ml 3.8% sodium citrate. Each sample was diluted with isotonic saline to a final
volume of 30 ml and then transferred on a Ficoll-Angiographin gradient for cell fractionation according to the method
of Boyum.15 Saline, lymphomonocytes, Ficoll-Angiographin,
granulocytes, and the upper layer of the erythrocyte phase
were aspirated after centrifugation (600 x g at 4°C for 30
min). The cell pellet was resuspended with 20 ml isotonic
saline and the above procedure repeated. The new eythrocyte pellet was washed first with 20 ml isotonic saline and
then with 20 ml buffer. The last pellet was suspended with
buffer at the final cell concentration; contamination by mononuclear cells was minimal. Cell concentration was determined using an automatic Coulter counter (Royco 920-A,
California) and by hematocrit.
Binding studies were performed as previously described.12'13 Erythrocytes (2.5 x 109 x ml"1) were incubated
at 15°C with 125l-insulin (34 pmol/L, 110-130 fxCi/ixg, Sorin,
Italy), with or without varying amounts of native insulin (Organon, Holland), in a total volume of 0.5 ml. After 210 min of
incubation, duplicate 200-£il samples were placed in 1,5-ml
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SUMMARY
Insulin binding was studied on circulating erythrocytes isolated from 12 normal and 12 untreated, adult,
nonobese, nonketotic, non-insulin-dependent diabetic
subjects. Insulin binding in normal subjects was
higher than in diabetics (P < 0.01); binding variation
was caused mainly by a reduction in insulin receptor
concentration. Insulin binding was inversely correlated with fasting serum insulin levels (R = 0.49; P <
0.01). The close agreement between the present data
and previous data on other cell populations suggests
that isolated erythrocytes may be a useful tool in clinical investigations on the human insulin receptor.
DIABETES 29:96-99, February 1980.
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TABLE 1
Clinical and metabolic characteristics of the study group*

Normals
Diabetics

No.

Age
(yr)

Wt
(kg)

Ht
(cm)

Fasting blood
glucose
(mg • dh 1 )

Fasting serum
insulin
(/iU/ml)

Specific cellf
binding fraction
(2.5 x 109eryth./ml)

12
12

48 ± 10
49 ± 11

72 ± 11
69 ± 10

169 ± 10
165 ± 9

85 :± 5
208 :± 30

10.4 ± 1.7
14.5 ± 2.0

6.39 ± 0.50
5.39 ± 0.56

* Mean ± SD.
t Insulin specifically bound/total insulin (x 10~2) at the tracer concentration of 34 pmol/L.

FIGURE 1. Scatchard plot39 of mean values from competition-inhibition
studies in 12 normal subjects ( •
• ) and 12 non-insulin-dependent
diabetic subjects ( •
• ) in fasting conditions. Bound and free
125
ratio of l-insulin (B/F) is plotted as a function of the insulin bound.
Extrapolation of the curve to the horizontal axis is used to obtain the
total receptor concentration (Ro) (Inset18) Average affinity (K) is plotted
as a function of the occupancy of insulin receptors at that concentration
of insulin (B/Ro). Theoretically, Ko represents the highest affinity
reached at zero occupancy of the insulin receptor. In practice, Ke has
been taken to be equal to K at an insulin concentration of 0.2 ng/ml
(34 pmol/L).

RESULTS

Clinical characteristics and results are briefly reported in
Table 1. The specific cell-binding fraction in normal subjects (6.39 ± 0.05) is higher than in diabetics (5.39 ±
0.56)(P < 0.01 ;df = 1.22;F = 18.57). In the presence of a
single class of binding sites exhibiting negative cooperativity, the decrease in binding is caused mainly by a decreased receptor concentration (Ro) rather than by a change
in receptor affinity (Ke), even if a change in receptor affinity
cannot be excluded (Figure 1). On the other hand, if the socalled "apparently higher affinity binding sites" are taken
into account, it can be seen that changes are due only to
variations in receptor concentration (Figure 2).
A significant inverse relationship (R = 0.49, P < 0.01) was
found between fasting serum insulin concentration and the
insulin-specific cell-binding fraction (Figure 3).
DISCUSSION

Insulin binding on erythrocytes from non-insulin-dependent
diabetics is significantly lower than it is in normal subjects.
According to the negative cooperativity model,18 the decrease in binding is caused mainly by a lower concentration
of insulin receptors rather than by a change in receptor affinity; on the other hand, a change in receptor affinity cannot
be excluded, since average affinity profiles do not entirely
overlap (Figure 1,inset). In this regard, it is well known that
the slope of the profiles is considerably influenced by the Ro
FIGURE 2. Scatchard plots, given in figure 1, on a larger scale.
Straight lines represent so-called "apparently higher affinity binding
sites".
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tubes containing 0.8 ml ice-cold buffer and 200 fi\ di-n-butyl
phthalate (density=1.044). Cell-bound and free insulin were
separated by centrifugation in a Microfuge B (Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, California) for 2.5 min. TCA precipitation or rebinding of supernatants with freshly prepared cells
showed that 125l-insulin degradation was less than 3%. Nonspecific binding was defined as the amount of labeled insulin that remained bound in the presence of 17 yamol/L of native insulin. Nonspecific binding was about 16% of total
binding ( - 1 % of total radioactivity).
Analytic procedures. Plasma glucose was determined by
the glucose-oxidase method using a Beckman glucose analyzer.16 Serum immunoreactive insulin was measured with
the method described by Herbert et al.;17 the coefficient of
interassay variation was 8.1% and that of intra-assay was
7.8%.
Statistical analysis. Analysis of variance was employed to
compare results from normal and diabetic subjects. Spearman's coefficient of rank was applied in correlation studies.
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FIGURE 3. Relationship between specific cell-binding fraction (per 2.5
x 109 erythrocytes/ml) and fasting serum insulin level in 12 normal
subjects ( • ) and 12 non-insulin-dependent diabetic subjects (A).

value, which is an extrapolation and is grossly evaluated.19'20
The question of negative cooperativity21 versus the presence of two or more classes of binding sites,22 or a single
class of sites not exhibiting negative cooperativity,23 is still
under debate; therefore, at present, the so-called "apparently higher affinity binding sites" should also be taken
into consideration. According to this model the decrease in
binding is caused only by a reduction of insulin receptors.
The present data are in agreement with results obtained on
other tissues.8'10'11-24-30
Subsequent to the hypothesis advanced by Gavin et al.31
that the insulin receptor may be subject to negative feedback regulation by the height of ambient insulin concentration (downregulation), significant negative correlations
between insulin binding and fasting insulin levels have
been found in certain hyperinsulinemic states.3i9'32~34 In the
present study, a negative correlation was found between insulin binding and fasting serum insulin levels, suggesting
that insulin might also regulate the erythrocyte insulin receptor. On the other hand, the ability of insulin to modulate
its receptor is based primarily on studies in vitro, and situations in which insulin receptor variations do not'appear to
be related to insulinemia have been described.4~7'35'36 The
relationship found might, thus, be an epiphenomenon of a
more important, controlling influence.
These data suggest that changes exist in the erythrocyte
insulin receptor associated with or occurring with diabetes
mellitus in a similar form to those described for other cell
populations. Therefore, even if excessive amounts of cells
have to be employed (because of the low number of receptor sites per cell), sufficient information about the insulin receptor may be obtained from erythrocytes.
The close parallelism between findings on monocytes8'10'11 and those on erythrocytes seems to support the
possibility that the erythrocyte model might replace the
monocyte model in future clinical studies; this would undoubtedly have certain advantages. In fact, about 15 ml of
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In conclusion, the present report demonstrates that, in
agreement with previous studies on other cell populations,
non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus is associated with
a loss of insulin receptors on the erythrocyte membrane,
thus suggesting that erythrocytes might be used in clinical
studies instead of monocytes. In this respect, it is interesting
to note that the monocyte and the erythrocyte insulin receptors from three obese subjects (~200% of ideal body
weight) have shown the same behavior during a 5-day-fasting period (data not reported) and that patients with impaired glucose tolerance in basal conditions have a reduced number of erythrocyte insulin receptors in
comparison with normals.40 Nevertheless, before replacing
the monocyte model, further comparative studies are required.
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blood is used for each erythrocyte receptor determination
versus 80-100 ml for monocytes. Moreover, erythrocytes
can easily be separated as a pure preparation, while monocyte samples are composed of a mixed cell population of
lymphocytes, monocytes, and granulocytes.1'2'5 The biologic role of insulin receptors present on monocytes and
erythrocytes has not yet been elucidated, and, even if it has
been suggested that monocyte insulin reflect a similar situation to that occurring on the cell membrane of other tissues,33 it has not yet been shown that insulin binding on different cells is regulated by the same factors. In this respect,
it must be borne in mind that the erythrocyte has certain peculiarities distinguishing it from other cells (lack of nucleus
and lack of internalization of cell surface proteins). Thus, if it
is assumed that the nucleus plays a role in insulin action
and that cells internalize insulin as a consequence of insulin receptor interaction,37'38 some differences might also
exist between erythrocytes and other cells.
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